2 Small Broth Cups 85c 83c + 11.15

Tori Kett Coke & Nicks short raid from Harder.

Viviane Beaumour andumes and Green Film.

6.12.64

Coffee. Fanchon and an guest 1/2 am. Hungry. Fish and strips. 1 box of Frank. I told him how bad it was. Years at 8:30 am.

Morn. Breakfast. Coffee. Fanchon and an guest 1/2 am. Hungry. Fish and strips. 1 box of Frank. I told him how bad it was. Years at 8:30 am.

Joan and June. Fanchon and an guest 1/2 am. Hungry. Fish and strips. 1 box of Frank. I told him how bad it was. Years at 8:30 am.

Joan and June. Fanchon and an guest 1/2 am. Hungry. Fish and strips. 1 box of Frank. I told him how bad it was. Years at 8:30 am.

7.12.64

Morn. Breakfast. Coffee. Fanchon and an guest 1/2 am. Hungry. Fish and strips. 1 box of Frank. I told him how bad it was. Years at 8:30 am.

Joan and June. Fanchon and an guest 1/2 am. Hungry. Fish and strips. 1 box of Frank. I told him how bad it was. Years at 8:30 am.

Joan and June. Fanchon and an guest 1/2 am. Hungry. Fish and strips. 1 box of Frank. I told him how bad it was. Years at 8:30 am.

8.12.64

Morn. Breakfast. Coffee. Fanchon and an guest 1/2 am. Hungry. Fish and strips. 1 box of Frank. I told him how bad it was. Years at 8:30 am.

Joan and June. Fanchon and an guest 1/2 am. Hungry. Fish and strips. 1 box of Frank. I told him how bad it was. Years at 8:30 am.

Joan and June. Fanchon and an guest 1/2 am. Hungry. Fish and strips. 1 box of Frank. I told him how bad it was. Years at 8:30 am.

9.12.64

Morn. Breakfast. Coffee. Fanchon and an guest 1/2 am. Hungry. Fish and strips. 1 box of Frank. I told him how bad it was. Years at 8:30 am.

Joan and June. Fanchon and an guest 1/2 am. Hungry. Fish and strips. 1 box of Frank. I told him how bad it was. Years at 8:30 am.

Joan and June. Fanchon and an guest 1/2 am. Hungry. Fish and strips. 1 box of Frank. I told him how bad it was. Years at 8:30 am.
10.12.64

Monday

Dinner

Soft Knob

11.12.64

Friday

Sewing, cloudy, cool, rain

Attends (6), Hong-Thu.

Feeds, money given to

C. Mac. 8.15. Good day, school weather.

Wants to know about the children's plans.

K. Mac. 7.55.

C. Mac's about the children's plans.

R. Mac. 10.15. Toronto.

Arrives at 10 a.m. (20.15) Re. 12.00. Abstract.


Dinner and Recreation. Plan on my time at 6.40. Home

by 7.45 p.m. to Stoke. No school. Return from School with very good.

Sailed for which End to 10.00. K. Mac. Very friend.


Attends at 10 a.m. Can't june & bed at 11 am.

12.12.64

Saturday

[Page missing]

Letter, cool.

up. 7.15. Attends (6), Hong-Thu.

Read hand. 9.15 (written) get me one for (archive?).

Feeds, money given

Tommy Mac. 8.15. Had some brandy. K. Mac. at 8.30.

To V. N. V. love. (and address change) K. Mac. - the mechanical or not? +

in Jim. V. N. V. tells me to make sure of not being caught.

In my mind. Day. (Sunday & 12.15 at 3.00.) court until 3.45.

To C. Smith. 1.30, at 3.15.

John, N. K. B. 1.30, at 2.00.

B. Mac. 8.15 - 9.15. Attends 15 a.m.

Sunday

13.12.64

[Page missing]

Overcast, dark. Lay over till 9.30. Attends (6), Hong-Thu.

Same one, restaurant. K. Mac. at 9.40.

Feeds, money given.

C. Mac. about 10.00 a.m. -

Head another Soft knob about 11 a.m.

V. N. V. love. (and address change) K. Mac. - the mechanical or not? +

in Jim. V. N. V. tells me to make sure of not being caught.

In my mind. Day. (Sunday & 12.15 at 3.00.) court until 3.45.

To C. Smith. 1.30, at 3.15.

John, N. K. B. 1.30, at 2.00.

B. Mac. 8.15 - 9.15. Attends 15 a.m.

Monday

14.12.64

Dinner

2 Knobs

10 a.m. Can't june & bed about 11 am.
Tuesday 15.12.64.

Clean coat, many unfolded. Large white knapsack at 7:05. Farewell party at 8:15. Piano concert (S) and Benvy 10 pm. "It's a Bird!" by 9 am. Another knapsack (mod: yes) about 10:30. 29 hestekind's food comes to tea at 11 am. Miss Scott with considerable 4 pm. In evening, early to bed. Laura Jones + Simon arrive 6pm at 7:30.

Wednesday 16.12.64

Holiday (Saturday - Sellers Day) Clean car on morning.

½ Good Knapsack

Holyday and Glamorous Thanksgiving Day. Home by 12:30 pm. Thank you very much.

Thursday 17.12.64

½ Good Knapsack

Friday 18.12.64

¼ Good Knapsack

Saturday 19.12.64

¼ Good Knapsack

Sunday 20.12.64

¼ Good Knapsack

Overseas Divvy on time 5 pm. Happy New Year!
Sat, 19 11.16:4.

[Small Faces keep]

[Alfred Heibling]

All the way to England 2:30.

[No Kindergarten]

[With the Kelchke]

[Small Faces keep]

Alfred Heibling

At home all the way to England

[No Kindergarten]

[With the Kelchke]
Wednesday
23.12.67

2 cups

clean but cottony mucus: Fred's
breakfast at 7 am, do "dinner" at 9 am.

8 am. for Fred, "scones" at 9 am.

8:30 am. for Fred, "tea" at 9 am. do "dinner" at 9 am.

No kaffir as usual.

Chirchurian Day. All out to Cape Wohnungie at 10 am in car, after we were waited on at hotel in Chirchurian by Miss W. and 2 others.

Day after (12 or more) visit, 11 am. to Chirchurian from camp 10 am. to Cape Wohnungie and 11 am. from Cape Wohnungie to Chirchurian by Miss W. and 2 others.

10:30 am. to Cape Wohnungie and 11:30 am. from Cape Wohnungie to Chirchurian.

Day after (12 or more) visit, 11 am. to Cape Wohnungie and 11:30 am. from Cape Wohnungie to Chirchurian.

 transferred to station 7 am.

No kaffir as usual.

1.30 pm. to Cape Wohnungie and 2 pm. from Cape Wohnungie to Chirchurian.

transferred to station 7 am.

No kaffir as usual.

1.30 pm. to Cape Wohnungie and 2 pm. from Cape Wohnungie to Chirchurian.

Transferred to station 7 am.

No kaffir as usual.

1.30 pm. to Cape Wohnungie and 2 pm. from Cape Wohnungie to Chirchurian.

Chirchurian Day. All out to Cape Wohnungie at 10 am in car, after we were waited on at hotel in Chirchurian by Miss W. and 2 others.

Day after (12 or more) visit, 11 am. to Chirchurian from camp 10 am. to Cape Wohnungie and 11 am. from Cape Wohnungie to Chirchurian by Miss W. and 2 others.

10:30 am. to Cape Wohnungie and 11:30 am. from Cape Wohnungie to Chirchurian.

Day after (12 or more) visit, 11 am. to Cape Wohnungie and 11:30 am. from Cape Wohnungie to Chirchurian.

Transferred to station 7 am.

No kaffir as usual.

1.30 pm. to Cape Wohnungie and 2 pm. from Cape Wohnungie to Chirchurian.

Transferred to station 7 am.

No kaffir as usual.

1.30 pm. to Cape Wohnungie and 2 pm. from Cape Wohnungie to Chirchurian.

Chirchurian Day. All out to Cape Wohnungie at 10 am in car, after we were waited on at hotel in Chirchurian by Miss W. and 2 others.

Day after (12 or more) visit, 11 am. to Chirchurian from camp 10 am. to Cape Wohnungie and 11 am. from Cape Wohnungie to Chirchurian by Miss W. and 2 others.

10:30 am. to Cape Wohnungie and 11:30 am. from Cape Wohnungie to Chirchurian.

Day after (12 or more) visit, 11 am. to Cape Wohnungie and 11:30 am. from Cape Wohnungie to Chirchurian.

Transferred to station 7 am.

No kaffir as usual.

1.30 pm. to Cape Wohnungie and 2 pm. from Cape Wohnungie to Chirchurian.

Transferred to station 7 am.

No kaffir as usual.

1.30 pm. to Cape Wohnungie and 2 pm. from Cape Wohnungie to Chirchurian.

Chirchurian Day. All out to Cape Wohnungie at 10 am in car, after we were waited on at hotel in Chirchurian by Miss W. and 2 others.

Day after (12 or more) visit, 11 am. to Chirchurian from camp 10 am. to Cape Wohnungie and 11 am. from Cape Wohnungie to Chirchurian by Miss W. and 2 others.

10:30 am. to Cape Wohnungie and 11:30 am. from Cape Wohnungie to Chirchurian.

Day after (12 or more) visit, 11 am. to Cape Wohnungie and 11:30 am. from Cape Wohnungie to Chirchurian.

Transferred to station 7 am.

No kaffir as usual.

1.30 pm. to Cape Wohnungie and 2 pm. from Cape Wohnungie to Chirchurian.

Transferred to station 7 am.

No kaffir as usual.

1.30 pm. to Cape Wohnungie and 2 pm. from Cape Wohnungie to Chirchurian.
February 26th

---

[Handwritten text on a page, partially readable]
Tuesday.
29. 12. 64

[loud laugh]

lent hill 8.30. felt slightly nauseated when awoke. breakfasted at 9.30. & showed the boys. took some exercises at 10.30.

Wednesday.
30. 12. 64

[loud laugh]

Very chilly morning in round through a clear sky. breakfasted at 9.30.

Midmorning came home to see. 2 small ups and 2 small downs. 1 woman coming home at 9.30. 1 woman coming home at 10.30.

lent hill 5.30. no marks of rain today.

Steady rain today. No marks of rain. Only a few showers. Not a sign of rain today.

Thursday.
31. 12. 64

[more handwritten text]
1965

98.

Friday, 1/16.

[Handwritten notes]

Saturday.

[Handwritten notes]

Cold All AM. Honey + cane. Shove table out and by

[Handwritten notes]

Ran out to Horse at 12.45 with 1/4 can. Came home at 1:40. Kept it cane. 5 Fish.

[Handwritten notes]

Sunday.

[Handwritten notes]
Monday 4.1.65

Long till 8.00. and had dinner & dinner at half past 7.30. & bed at 9.15. but still up till 11.30 am.

Almost time to start for our first day at the coast. We left at 11.30 am.

Vivid memory. The fantastic sight of a sunken ship in the Savannah, my sister at the wheel, and my uncle in the cockpit.

Monday 7.1.65

Flew to London & met Mrs. Brown, who was waiting for us at the airport. She took us to the hotel, where we stayed for the rest of the day.

Tuesday 8.1.65

Long till 9.20. Clara went along, dressed up, and brought in the coffee from the first floor. First coffee (black, americano + coffee & hot water) at 9.20. Fed her back in to 'Bernard's' & then the other three en masse in the car at 10.30. Had the first coffee at 10.30. Off with the dogs (Glenn & Colie) at 1.20. Arrived in 'Cress' at 2.45; through Bernard's, and then to the train station, where we heard the train whistle and heard Can't Stop, Won't Stop. We then went to the beach, and I heard the sound of the waves.

Wednesday 9.1.65

Long till 10.30. Clara went along, dressed up, and brought in the coffee from the first floor. First coffee (black, americano + coffee & hot water) at 9.20. Fed her back in to 'Bernard's' & then the other three en masse in the car at 10.30. Had the first coffee at 10.30. Off with the dogs (Glenn & Colie) at 1.20. Arrived in 'Cress' at 2.45; through Bernard's, and then to the train station, where we heard the train whistle and heard Can't Stop, Won't Stop. We then went to the beach, and I heard the sound of the waves.

Thursday 10.1.65

Long till 9.20. Clara went along, dressed up, and brought in the coffee from the first floor. First coffee (black, americano + coffee & hot water) at 9.20. Fed her back in to 'Bernard's' & then the other three en masse in the car at 10.30. Had the first coffee at 10.30. Off with the dogs (Glenn & Colie) at 1.20. Arrived in 'Cress' at 2.45; through Bernard's, and then to the train station, where we heard the train whistle and heard Can't Stop, Won't Stop. We then went to the beach, and I heard the sound of the waves.

Friday 11.1.65

Long till 9.20. Clara went along, dressed up, and brought in the coffee from the first floor. First coffee (black, americano + coffee & hot water) at 9.20. Fed her back in to 'Bernard's' & then the other three en masse in the car at 10.30. Had the first coffee at 10.30. Off with the dogs (Glenn & Colie) at 1.20. Arrived in 'Cress' at 2.45; through Bernard's, and then to the train station, where we heard the train whistle and heard Can't Stop, Won't Stop. We then went to the beach, and I heard the sound of the waves.
Friday
9.1.63

2 Pains
Péfed with black
Sheets.

Mini Players
finally broke
down.

Their
summer
party
already

Up at 6:30. Breakfast on "Trinidad" &
nameless fish from "Fraser" off.

Mini Players' Anonymous

Up at 5:30. Breakfast on "Trinidad" &
nameless fish from "Fraser" off.

2 Pains
Péfed with black
Sheets.
Sunday
10.1.65

No kids

Last day at Car on Mt.

Marit & Marit family dinner

---

Monday
11.1.65

I work not. We 1st went to see friends. Then to see friends at 11 am. Then to Car on Mt.

To Uganda: Round Elgon via Mbale

Nigel at Mbale (met up at hotel)

---

Tuesday
12.1.65

Good Kate & friends

To Jinja: Kaptika & Estelle

We left hotel at 1.15 pm

Mar 1 1965

I work not at 10 am. We went to see friends at 11 am. Then to Car on Mt. Then to see friends at 3 pm. We left hotel at 10 pm.

---

Log Till 7:30. Swam both before breakfast about 15'.

---

1. "To Uganda: Round Elgon via Mbale"
2. "Nigel at Mbale" (met up at hotel)
3. "I work not. We 1st went to see friends. Then to see friends at 11 am. Then to Car on Mt."
4. "To Uganda: Round Elgon via Mbale"
5. "Nigel at Mbale (met up at hotel)"
6. "I work not at 10 am. We went to see friends at 11 am. Then to Car on Mt. Then to see friends at 3 pm. We left hotel at 10 pm."
7. "Log Till 7:30. Swam both before breakfast about 15'.
8. "A description of Mbale: (North)"
9. "I work not at 6.30. Swam both..."
Wednesday
13.1.65

Up at 7 Am. Shower late + breakfast with Mr. R. in Vic. Club, Morning by 7.45 Am. From Hotel at 8.45. Visited St. Paul's Cathedral & St James's Park, 9.45. Then to Temperance Hall, 10.15. Lots of nice flowers and plants in Temperance Hall. Lunch at 12 at a Chinese Restaurant. 2.30 P.M. Round to the Broadwater Hotel. 5.00 P.M. To a club. 6.00 P.M. Dinner at the Broadwater Hotel. 7.30 P.M. Dance at a club. 11.00 P.M. Hotel 10/1.1.65

Thursday
14.1.65

5.30 A.M. Hotel 10/1.1.65
Friday 15th 1935

No Key.

Saturdays.

Melvin H. & Mrs. H.
Ver P.
B. & C. B.
Bunola D.

Up at 7:45 a.m. from hotel + breakfast (milk, toast & tea) by 9 a.m. long session at telephone after small lunch with Mr. H. Anderson & Don Hark. Agreement to come over Brook about 15 minutes from Brook and arranged to meet Frank Williams in town and bring the money. Lunched with Mr. Michael at Edgerton House. 12:30 - 2:15 and called back to office. The Hark. 3 P.M. - 4 P.M. With Mr. Van Noord at 4:15 - 6 P.M. Chaperoned by Frank H and M. Maguires to 6:15. Dinner at Van Noord's house. After 8:30 "La Fontaine" Julie (en core) 9:00 to 10:45. When they had leave at 11:15, I took them to the taxi. From a 6:15 and Corp. (Vance, Obeen, Dane) returning me at Mechanics in morning.

Saturday 16th.

Up at 7:50 a.m. Dale, chilly, present day. Breakfast

(orange juice, toast + tea) by 9 a.m. Arrived about

at 9:40 to breakfast. Miss Smith + her son to get

Robert Anderson on his return + continued tour at 11 a.m.

Robert Anderson + Don Hark had tour with me at hotel.

11 a.m. to about 12:15 + among other things visited

the home of the Judge stuff from North + gave

all the Bernal money. Left immediately after by taxi

to Highland (11/6) to B. & C. B. Mr. and Mrs. first restaurant

found an encyclopedia. Bernal offered a

tea drink on the way and (although I was the filling

drink on my own) Bernal allowed (voluntarily) to get

a small drink. Got back about the way + a bit with the

tea. Came back. Left the hotel office + opened the

hotel. Van Noord + a little dinner and a fell chilly + went to

the Bernal's and saw the old and maintained with others

on the hotel. Essened Bernal offered and the amount of nothing

on the hotel. While a part of nonsense分子 in

my mind 7:30 I came about at 6 a.m. and

announced me. Robert learned with the Steel flag and

announced me. Turned out a very good

person and very friendly. There were five

people, including the Steel for instance. Van Noord and

there were five

Bernal offered + immediately (to himself) I went

over the Steel flag to the Bernal's and

Brooks. We had both a lot with

Van Noord and the Steel flag. When I

the Steel flag showed up the general

Bernal offered a flag. I went to the Steel flag

and the Steel flag was written well and

the Steel flag was written well.

Robert took up the Steel flag.